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CI-P News

Bend the Curve

The Stone That the Builder Rejects
Will Become the Cornerstone
Rejection :

not acceptable; not
meeting
standard;
refuse to accept or
hear or admit.
It is a hard word, isn’t it? One
we do not like to hear very often.
Certainly not one we like to experience; yet it happens, in our work and
in our lives, more often than maybe
we would like to admit. You can
probably still remember a time when
you were rejected — from a job,
from a school or from, say, a friendship. Do you remember? In our CI-P
work, it comes disguised as resistance. It almost always hurts; in
fact it can sting your very soul and
permanently color the way you look
at things, but as the above prophecy
indicates, there are also unexpected
surprises. If you look, there is also
hope.
I remember a car I bought (whose
brand will remain unnamed) that was
a lemon. It was always breaking
down and costing a lot to repair. I
will never ever buy another one like
it, yet the ones sold today are considered quite good and friends who
buy them like them. For the company
that made it, though, I am a lost customer. I am suffering from the once
bitten rule. For that company my
rejection was costly but, given their
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— Walter E. Lowell
current state, there were hard lessons of value that were evidently
learned.
Perhaps there is nothing quite as
severe as being rejected. It is an act
always in need of reconciliation, without which, as the ancient poetess
wrote, there is only “Winter”. And
who can survive only winter? A door
that closes and never opens is a harsh
world indeed. Hence, the prophecy
of hope.
Rejections are something
perhaps we do not like to think about,
but if we don’t, then we risk missing
the lesson. It is the hope leading to
the other R-words — Repair and Reconciliation. Things are rejected for a
reason, some good, some not so good,
and the hard end of any rejection may
always seems unfair but it is never
without value.
A major focus of Lean is flow, one
piece flow in particular. The whole
purpose of one piece flow is to allow
the smooth flow of products or services through a value stream. One
piece flow is designed to find rejects,
immediately. In this sense, it is a rejection process, although it is not often thought of in these terms. The
company that made my defective car
did not have one; else I would still be
a customer.
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BTC at the Maine Department of Labor
-- Arthur S. Davis
BTC, the Maine Department of Labor’s Bend-The-Curve initiative, is a journey.
The Initiative has a component that sometimes gets questioned. The question is this:
“Which is it, Bend-The-Curve? Or, is it Lean?” The short answer is, it’s both. You will
recall that BTC has five Goals. They are to –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide the same or better service.
Shift the work of the department to match customer expectations and needs.
Achieve efficiencies by fundamentally changing how work gets done.
Improve interdepartmental collaboration and service integration.
Decrease expenditures at MDOL by $9M, and significantly reduce staffing
levels over the course of three years while minimizing layoffs.

The literal translation of Bend-The-Curve is decreasing MDOL’s Operating expense
curve. Why “bend” or, more accurately, decrease the expense “curve”? Expenses
must be decreased because the funds used to pay the expenses are being eliminated,
cut, or deliberately held flat. MDOL’s funds, in effect, are flat or decreasing. The expenses, however, are rising. What are the expenses? Expenses are the cost of heat,
lights, rent or leases, healthcare, retirement, and our salaries. Salaries
and fringe represent about 78% of
MDOL’s total operating expense. Last,
but not least, why a “curve”? Some
analysts find using graphs to demonstrate data clearer than, say, pictures
or words. This graph is an illustration
of the “curves”, specifically “Bend-The
-Curve”:
How can MDOL “bend the curve”?
By changing our method of operating
(aka, changing our “Operating System”) from its current state to an operating system predicated on Lean. Why Lean and not some other method? Our customers (i.e. clients) and the BTC goals require us to provide better service or, at the
very least, provide the same service. For MDOL to meet these customer’ expectations
AND operate using fewer funds, we must change the results of our operating methods
by not less than 20%. There are not many, IF any, methods that yield >20% change
in operating results while saving not less than 20% of one’s operating budget
($9,000,000 is about 20% of MDOL’s operating budget). Public sector researchers,
private sector leaders and researchers, and the performance data from companies
frequently in the headlines (General Electric Company and Toyota Motor Company, to
name two) indicate that Lean Manufacturing, when adapted to the Service Sector
(government, healthcare, banking, retail, etc), consistently yield these results.
So, Lean has a very prominent place in the MDOL’s BTC strategy.
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BTC Lean Events
Date

Time

Topic

Location

Contact

Aug 17

8-4:30

Clinical Supervision Greenlaw

ASD

Sept 1721

8-4:30

DOP 1-4

China Lake
Conf. Center

ASD

Sept 21

8-4:30

Clinical Sup -Study
Mission

HETL, 221
State St.

WEL

Oct 19

8-4:30

Clinical Supervision Greenlaw

ASD

Nov 16

8-4:30

Clinical Supervision Greenlaw

ASD

Dec 21

8-4:30

Clinical Supervision Greenlaw

ASD

DOP 2-2

ASD

April 7-11,
2008

China Lake
Conf. Center

* To add or see more events or detail, go to the Bend the Curve
Calendar in Outlook’s Public Folders.

In case you hadn’t noted
it before, this is the logo
for the Lean Enterprise
Institute.
The Institute was founded in 1997
by James Womack as a non-profit
education & research organization.
If you haven’t already, visit its website ( http://www.lean.org ) & register as a member — it’s free. In addition to all else that it does, it periodically offers free interesting and
useful Webinars. If you’ve missed
any, they’re posted and you can go
out and play them.
(BTW, did you notice the very BTCsimilar arc?)

The Ins & Outs of CI-Ps
 Matthew Kruk left MDOL the last of July to become a lean supervisor at Fisher Engineering in Rockland. We’re told he noted that his
BTC/Lean experience & CI-P training gave him the edge.
 Becky Greene, tho’ still with DAFS-HR, has changed jobs, going
from DHHS Health & Wellness Coordinator to DOT Director of Human
Resources.
 With Muriel Littlefield’s appointment to the position of DHHS Deputy Commissioner for Integrated Services, Cheryl Ring has taken on
Muriel’s former role and is now the Acting Director of the DHHS Integrated Services Transformation Team.

All the interests of my reason, speculative as well as practical,
combine in the three following questions:
What can I know?
What ought I to do?
What may I hope?
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) Critique of Pure Reason. 1787.
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Thomas Gordon. Leader Effectiveness Training.
New York : Wyden Books. 1977. pp.

42-47.

“Being a leader does not make you one . . . , leaders must learn some
specific skills and methods.” (p. 16)
… most people at one time or another are thrust into a position of leading a group….
[CI-P, parent, teacher, committee chair, scout leader, coach, administrator, supervisor, etc.]
“Most important for team building and effective team functioning is the leaders’ success in
reducing any status barriers between themselves and their subordinates. No other concept is
more important than this. It is at the very core of my definition of leadership effectiveness.
I’ll say it in the briefest way: effective leaders must behave in such a way that they come to
be perceived almost as another group member; at the same time they must help all group
members feel as free as the leader to make contributions and perform needed functions in
the group.
If leaders are to be successful in building an effective team, they must learn specific skills
that foster a climate allowing subordinates to feel free to speak up, make suggestions, participate actively in problem-solving—yes, and criticize the ideas of the leader. Leaders must
avoid prestige-seeking behaviors that tend to increase the status differences between themselves and their group members….
It is indeed a paradox that effective leaders act very much like group members and effective group members act like group leaders. The surest sign of a group’s effectiveness comes
when the person who at first was treated as the leader later becomes seen almost as another
group member. In an effective group, the contributions of all members will be evaluated on
merit, not on the prestige of the contributor. Only when the leader becomes like another
member will his or her own contributions be accepted or rejected, just like those of any other
member, solely on merit....
...How decisions get made, then, is not at all relevant to a leader’s accountability
(superiors obviously hold leaders accountable for all decisions). Those leaders who consciously decide to make decisions with the participation of group members do so because
they feel that this results in high-quality decisions for which they are quite willing to be accountable.
However, there is a great deal of controversy among leaders about the quality of group
decisions. Does participative decision-making and problem-solving really yield high-quality
decisions? Some leaders are convinced that groups are unable to make good decisions; they
cite the overworked joke, “A camel is a horse created by a committee.” To some leaders it is
inconceivable that a group is capable of making wise decisions. To them, wise decisions are
made only by wise leaders.
The problem is invariably formulated incorrectly in the first place. The argument is usually
over whether the best decisions are made by group members or by the group leader. Stated
this way, the group members are pitted against the group leader, which often does stack the
cards against the members because leaders often do have more information or experience
than members.
Let me rephrase the question: can a leader (without the resources of the group members)
make wiser decisions than the group (including the leader)? ...Even when a group solves
problems and makes decisions utilizing the resources of all its members, there is no assurance that all solutions and decisions will be of highest quality. But the same is true when
leaders solve problems or make decisions alone....
(cont’d next page)
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L.E.T.

(cont’d from prior page)

DON’T SOLVE PROBLEMS; SEE THAT PROBLEMS
GET SOLVED...I

emphasized that effective
leaders are skilled in problem-solving, but I
didn’t mean that leaders themselves must
come up with most solutions even though
some assume this burdensome responsibility, priding themselves that no problem
ever escapes their attention. This posture
exacts a high price. Such leaders end up
running a “one-man show”…. Common
sense tells us no leader can have all the answers … problems are too numerous and
complex to be solved by the resources of
the leader alone.

An effective group leader, then, does
not need to solve problems but to see to it
that they get solved. Instead of being a
good problem-solver, the effective leader
must be a good facilitator of problemsolving. Central to this conception of leader effectiveness is the requirement that the
leader understands that problem-solving is
a process and that he or she must learn
certain skills that will get that process
started and take it to a successful completion.”

Leadership
“Tom Gordon was such a wise man
and I don't know if you know this,
but he was a Nobel Peace Prize nominee. He was also a student of Carl
Rogers who was his mentor. His
model is so elegant in that these
skills transfer to any situation where
human beings are working together.”
— Kate Carnes

E-mail, 8/13/2007

Clinical Supervision:

The Stone That the Builder
Rejects Will Become the
Cornerstone
(cont’d from p.1)
One piece flow is an ideal and, according
to the experts, is rarely achieved in practice
but is a goal to strive towards.
One piece flow is about communication
and connection. One major source of waste
in a value stream is the loss of information
either because it is not timely, not well defined, or not available at all. The tighter we
connect things, the better the chance information flows freely and clearly without interruptions.
Why? Because we are in close and constant communication with the needs of our
upstream supplier and our downstream customer, so when problems occur we can detect
them immediately. We know instantly when a
standard is not met and we can reject the
work. This means it does not get passed on
to other steps in the process thus compounding the problem even further or, even worse,
passed on to our clients or customers.
Communication and connection also means
that when a reject occurs we can ask why it
happened and begin to trace the problem to
its source, the root cause. It offers an opportunity to learn, to grow and move us to
perfection.
Finding the root cause of rejection is not
just about repairing or fixing what is broken,
it is about never, never letting it break again.
It is what is positive in the negative. It is
the
Cornerstone
— Walter E. Lowell
to build upon.

September 21st - Study Mission

Because of DOP1-4, instead of the regular Clinical Supervision agenda,
the 9/21 Clinical will be a Study Mission to the Maine CDC’s Health & Environmental Labs.
Volume 2, Issue 8
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DHHS BTC-Lean Intervention Highlights
 HETL/MeCDC Environmental Chemistry Work Flow
Process Improvement
Sponsor: Jack Krueger
Managers: Peter Smith & Tom Crosby

Facilitators: Walter Lowell & Rae-Ann Brann

Environmental testing involves a complex workflow, due in part to the need for multiple analyses on a single sample. Complex instrumentation is vulnerable to up-time issues, and IT
problems create re-work. This work process takes place across multiple management sections of the laboratory, and the process was not yet fully visible or standardized. The aim for
this VSM was to visualize the workflow in this section in order to make improvements that will
reduce lead-time, improve uptime, and reduce re-work.
Bookends: Receive sampleSend report. The actual testing of the sample is not mapped in
the VSM.
Status: After completing its Current & Future State value stream maps on the Environmental
Chemistry work flow, the HETL developed its Implementation Plan on June 28. Once the improvements recommended by the team are fully implemented, it is anticipated that lead time
will be reduced from 266 hours to 20; customer non-valued-added work will be reduced from
281 hours to 28; and annual cost savings were estimated at @ $103,000. The first kaizen
session to resolve & implement some of the VSM findings was held August 13. It focused on
two issues - Standard Peer Review & Standard Log Entry. The Peer Review is designed to establish a lab-wide standard. The log entry issue explores a number of pro's and con's on the
way HETL wants to proceed. Extensive staff preparation is expediting this complex process.

 Payroll—DAFS
Process Improvement
Sponsor: Rebecca Wyke

Facilitators: Walter Lowell & Jon Kirsch

Processing payroll statewide has become a challenge for all State departments: a) Underutilization of staff; 2) No backup systems; 3) Errors resulting in inaccurate payments; 4) Inadequate internal controls; and 5) Bottlenecks within the process, such as merit increases.
While some progress has been made with updated technologies, it is necessary to continue
integrating statewide payroll services to develop the ability to share resources across agencies as well as improve services for all employees.
Status: The Payroll Team met several times during May to complete its Current State map to
reflect the several current payroll processes (Service Centers, DOT, MMA, & DOC). The charter was refined in the 1st session to capture some important features of the payroll process
that the original charter did not take into account. Representatives of the various offices that
participated in the CS mapping were involved in completing the Future State, with many opportunities for improvement identified. The team will schedule late August or September to
complete its implementation plan.
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DHHS BTC-Lean Intervention Highlights
 DHHS-OES Financial/Estate Management
Process Improvement
Sponsor & Manager: Karen Elliott

Facilitators: Jane French & Lita Klavins

This VSM looks at financial/estate management for public wards and protected persons (i.e.
setting up accounts, authorizing what needs to be sent by way of “payables” for clients, etc.)
starting when OES gets court papers in hand appointing it as fiscal agent (guardian or conservator) for the individual and ending when this relationship is terminated.
Status: Both Current & Future States have been mapped & an implementation plan drafted on
6/11. With the VSM Manager’s move to another position, the Sponsor & other program managers have assumed that role & will meet August 27th to review & organize the work.

 Prior Authorization (PA) — MaineCare
Process Improvement
Sponsor: Brenda McCormick
Manager: Julie Tosswill

Facilitators: Terry Sandusky & Ann O’Brien

The MaineCare Authorization Unit processes >18,000 requests annually for prior authorization
of certain services & durable medical equipment and supplies. A health care provider submits
a request for PA on behalf of a member, including documentation establishing medical necessity. A request is typically approved, denied, or deferred. Approved requests are issued &
given a PA number, which must appear on the provider’s claim form for payment. All documents must be maintained for 7 years.
VSM Objectives: To reduce the 30-day turnaround time for processing a PA request; to establish time benchmarks for reviewing requests according to service type; and to optimize phone
call management.
Status: Due to multiple Prior Authorization processes, the 3-day VSM extended to 4 days.
On 8/10, the VSM results were presented by the CI-Ps to the VSM Manager, Sponsor, and
MaineCare Director. The team implementation plan progress mtg. will be scheduled for
sometime in September. Impressed with the results of the VSM, the Director asked for this
presentation to be made to his senior management team on 8/28, with discussion on The following VSM teams completed their implementahow to start Lean activities in other tion plans & began team monthly progress meetings.
MaineCare units. He also requested the CI
-Ps to conduct two lean orientation ses-  DHHS-OIAS Eligibility Review—VSM
Sponsors: Barbara Van Burgel
sions on September 28th in order to help
Managers: Tom Keyes
bring about a culture change that incorpoFacilitators: James Fussell
rates Lean thinking into the overall opera* Monthly team progress meetings on hold.
tions of the Office of MaineCare Services.

Interventions:

 Information Resources (IR) Access—VSM
Sponsors: Jim Lopatosky & Don F. Williams
Managers: Karen Curtis & Holly Pomelow
Facilitators: Terry Sandusky & Lita Klavins

 Interested in observing, leading, or co-leading
opportunities? Contact Walter Lowell (287-4307).
 For more detail on these and other interventions,
see Summary of Improvement Interventions statuses on the DHHS BTC Intranet site.
Volume 2, Issue 8

* Monthly team progress mtgs. on summer hiatus; will
resume after August.
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Notes on the July 20th Clinical Supervision
CHECK-IN: Announcements: DOP 1 – 4, introductory Development of Continuous Improvement Practitioner
(CI-P) training, will be held September 17-21 at China Lake in the Sukeforth New Life Center.
LEAN LEARNINGS: The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Lean by Jamie Flinchbaugh & Andy Carlino
John stood in for Arthur, with talking points (underlined) to guide discussion of Chapters 1-3:
Chapter 1. Five Principles of Lean A. Directly Observe Work as Activities, Connections, and Flows: Activities/Connections/Flows discussed & related back to our work. Difference between "connections" - "how Activities are linked" and "flows", "the paths
or routes that work take".
Activities/ Connections/ Flow – Example
B. Systematic Waste Elimination: Inventory stockpiles--is this true of information? Disagreement
re: omission of 8th waste (underutilization of
people). Noted that authors aren’t saying ban it,
are saying to understand it is different than the
other wastes & non-observable, and/or is incorporated in the others. It can be non-objective.
C. Establish High Agreement of What and How:
Valuing a common way or process more than you
value your own way. Need for high agreement on
"how" as well as on "what".
D. Systematic Problem Solving.

Process - Office of Human Services Translates Policy to a Form used
by its Customers. The form is ambiguous.
Evaluate – Do I understand my
Customer’s requirements?

I Need
Provider

Process Flow

Customer

I Provide

Communication
Translation needs to occur here.
Example – The form is designed to register customer
needs to the provider. If poorly designed, the provider
does not supply proper product.

Evaluate – Does
product meet my
requirements?

E. Create a Learning Organization: Role of comfort & fear. Move people from comfort but not to point of fear.
Chapter 2: People Need Leadership not Management - Is there a problem between “Lean” and “Project
Management” because of leadership and management?
A. Leaders Must be Teachers: Respect and Integrity training alone do not help day-to-day decisions.
B. Build Tension Not Stress: Discussion of ‘Valuing a common way/process more than your own way’.
Comment on ‘tension’ between Leadership/Management roles (re: Project Management/CIP).
C. Eliminate Fear and Comfort.
D. Lead through Visible Participation, Not Proclamation: Discussion of DHHS proposal to require some presession management training for team members before engaging group in Lean Interventions.
E. Build Lean into Personal Practice.
Chapter 3: Learning Can Be Expensive - Pitfalls
A. Believing Lean is Only About Manufacturing: We're past that; others might need to be convinced though.
B. The Lean Department Should not be Leading Lean: Management retains current reality; leadership moves the
organization to the ideal. Lean Department manages lean, does not lead it. Dedicated lean not vital but recommended. Everyone is responsible for lean.
C. Activity should not be Confused with Productivity: Activity <> productivity. Value-added is productivity.
D. Event Lean Prevents a Company from Becoming Genuinely Lean: Outsiders leading lean permanently is not
good. Build into culture and everyday process.
E. Tortoise Lean will Beat Hare Lean: If a company puts a stake in the ground, the organization will get to it, but
if the company does not understand the journey to get there, they have not truly entered the lean race.
General Discussion: Sheryl stressed that Hitchhikers’ Guide is not a ‘starters’ guide’ — that it describes the
‘how’ of Lean assuming reader is already familiar with ‘what’. There was much agreement with this opinion, and
this will be forwarded as an issue for the design of upcoming DOP 1. John pointed out that DOL management is
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— contributed by Rae-Ann Brann
using ‘Hitchhiker’ to establish the MDOL context/culture in which work will be done. Next Clinical: Chpts 4 & 5.

INTERVENTION DESIGN: STANDARDS/ INTERVENTIONS REVIEW: Walter led this segment,
with the following materials distributed: Engagement (Contracting & Chartering) process [see Oct. ‘06 CI-P News];
Pre-Intervention Handbook; Participant Workbook; Design Notes for day 1, 2 and 3; and Follow-up & Closure
Activities. Discussion did not get much further than ‘Engagement’, with many feelings/questions, as well as a number of good suggestions, around contracting/pre-meetings/’Gemba’.
Engagement Process: Step 2 – Meet with Team (in addition to sponsor meeting) - Comments: Purpose is to
engage team up front, to involve them in defining/refining the problem/process, selecting the appropriate intervention. Merle commented that this step might not always be necessary.
Contracting – Important to a) Come to agreement on expectations/ desired outcomes; b) Establish
Roles/Relationships/Responses; c) Monitor progress/results. Comments: Suggestion that the current charter form
does not facilitate the contracting process – e.g. the team is chosen before discussions (Meet with Team) about
who should be on it. Suggestion to look at contracting in more detail at some point. Noted that Chartering is a
process that begins at Step 1. It was also noted that a) Understanding the problem and b) developing good measurements are things most of us need help with.
Steps 1, 2 & 3 – Meet with Sponsor, Meet with Team, and Situation Analysis: Items ‘Site Tour’, ‘Data Collection
Sheet’, and ‘Data Analysis’ prompted a lively discussion on the need to collect data on a process ahead of time.
Comments: Re: Site Tour - ‘How much does a CIP need to know about a process ahead of time? Rae gave example of info gleaned from walk-thru of IF&W offices prior to the VSM. If pre-engagement had been standard, might
have suggested additional/different interventions. The premise that ‘Lean’ practitioners can facilitate process improvement and problem-solving activities regardless of knowledge of the ‘business’ they are working with was
again discussed. Some possible ‘value-add’ to Gemba/Data collection were: Some familiarity with ‘jargon’ (or at
least awareness this will be a factor); Knowledge of how work is done in this place – Observe this (and ancillary)
Value Streams through a CIP’s ‘filter’; and Ability to analyze ‘special’ issues/‘assumptions’ ahead of time.
Interim Discussion – How to ‘inject’ Lean into SOM culture? Initial suggestion was to have all SOM have
one full day mandatory Lean training. Part 2 – How to bring Lean back to our workplaces. Suggestions: a)
‘Model’ Lean; b) Build into evaluations; c) Need to make ourselves ‘visible’ in our work areas.

DOP 1 & 2 PLANNING STATUS: Walter reviewed the DOP week’s windowpane & discussed CIP participation criteria. Goal is to have 4 CIPs participate in the full week. These CIPs would participate in training, but
would also be trained as trainers/instructors. Comments: a) Difficulty in committing time; b) Walter – Next steps
(-- Walter will talk with Arthur --Will send out criteria to everyone--If there is interest, Arthur and Walter will
help employees talk with their supervisors). The trained CI-P/Instructors would then be involved in next DOP-2.
OPEN FORUM: (Meryl led this segment.) A. Study Mission: Question asked re: canceling, re-scheduling, or
re-orienting 9/21 Clinical since that is during the DOP. Comments: CI-P’ decision was to hold a study mission for
9/21. There is a protocol for study missions. Participation (potentially serving as lead) is expected. Options include external & internal sites (HETL, DOL fleet). Need volunteer to organize. B. ‘State of IT’: - Rae noted that
it is slowly, steadily being introduced to Lean ideas. C. Lean/Project Management: There is a perception that
Project Management is replacing Lean. Project Management ‘types’ see Lean as a threat. Some Project Management activities are being reported as Lean activities. D. Lean Learning Sessions for Staff: Suggestion to host
‘open’ sessions with content similar to Clinical for those staff who have been exposed to Lean ideas and want to
learn more. Put on agenda for next Open Forum. Peter agreed to facilitate next Clinical.

Unless you change direction, you will end up where you are headed.
- Shigeo Shingo
Volume 2, Issue 8
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The primary purpose of the Bend the Curve Team
is to provide support, consultation, assistance, and
leadership in process and other improvement approaches and activities for State staff and work
teams as they seek to continually improve their
work culture, procedures, processes, and environments – in order to meet the mission of the department and the expectations of Maine citizens.

Office of Lean Management, DHHS
47 Independence Drive, Greenlaw Bldg.
Ground Floor, Room 6
Augusta, Maine 04333-0011

We’re on the net !
http://inet.state.me.us./dhhs/bendthecurve
http://www.maine.gov/labor/

OLM/BTC Staff:
Walter E. Lowell, Ed.D. CPHQ, Director
Phone: 207-287-4307
walter.lowell@maine.gov
Julita Klavins, M.S.W.
Phone: 207-287-4217
lita.klavins@maine.gov

DOP 1-4
Scheduled for
Sept. 17-21
The 5-day CI-P introductory training DOP 14 will be held September 17-21 at the China
Lake Conference Center. DOP 2-2 enhanced
training is tentatively
scheduled for April 711, 2008.
If there’s
anyone
you
think
should attend DOP 1,
please encourage them
to apply now. Nominations from the supervisors (whose support &
agreement to pay are
required) are to be sent
to Walter and/or Arthur. Remember, you
can play an important
role in DOP trainings
through participating in
the CI-P Instructor process.
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Continuous Improvement Practitioners:
BTC Intervention Facilitation Status
DHHS

DOL

DAFS

Kate D. Carnes

L

Jorge A. Acero

IA-O Rae-Ann Brann

L

Nancy Desisto

L

Michael T. Brooker

IA-O Wendy Christian

O

Jane French

L

Stephen C. Crate

IA-O Rebecca S. Greene L

James Fussell

L

Arthur S. Davis

C

Lyndon R. Hamm

CL

Kimberly Johnson

C-O

Merle A. Davis

L

Alicia Kellogg

C-O

Julita Klavins

L

Peter D. Diplock

O

Billy J. Ladd

CL

Don Lemieux

C-O

Anita C. Dunham

IA-CL

Michaela T. Loisel

L

Muriel Littlefield

C-L

Karen D. Fraser

L

Walter E. Lowell

L

Timothy J. Griffin

L

DOT

Jack Nicholas*

C-O

James J. McManus

CL

Michael Burns

C-O

Ann O’Brien

L

Bruce H. Prindall

IA-L

Sam McKeeman

C-O

Cheryl Ring

CL

John L. Rioux

L

Jeffrey Naum

IA-O

Terry Sandusky

L

Sheryl J. Smith

L

Robert Slocum

IA-O

Jeffrey Shapiro

IA-O

Dave Welch

L

Clough Toppan*

C-CL

DEP
Carmel A. Rubin

* Community CI-P

IA - Inactive

C – “Champion for Lean”

L - Lead

CL – Co-Lead

O – Learning Observer

IA-O
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